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IN THE BEGINNING

On June 6th, 1966, in the small town of Heart Attack Cove, a
mysterious explosion occurred in the local grocery store, Pablos’
Goods and Foods. Nobody was injured. After an intense investigation,
a source for the explosion could not be identified.

Unbeknownst to the small cove, the explosion caused an opening
between our dimension and one not too far away from ours. Both
dimensions began to leak into each other, causing some strange
activities to start occurring in the cove.

This includes portals opening from Hell.

ONE DAY

Three years ago, a portal from Hell, colloquially known as a
“hellhole”, opened up on the beach. Two demons by the names of
Dracula and Didelphis emerged from the portal, intending to wreak
havoc on the small cove for nothing else but their own amusement.

Dracula was already well known in Heart Attack Cove. He had visited
multiple times in the past, mostly to look for new victims, but
sometimes just to mess around and freak the residents out. He
currently has a warrant for his arrest, but that hasn’t deterred him.

Didelphis was a little more of a rookie compared to Dracula. He had
only been up to the surface a couple of times, and he has yet to snag
a victim. While a bite from Dracula turns the victim into a vampire,
a bite from Delelphis turns the victim into an opossum.

On this particularly rainy day, nine-year old Chilli Colde just so
happened to be waiting at the bus stop, when the two demons quietly
walked up to her. After she was knocked unconscious, Dracula bit
Chilli on her left arm. As she was in the process of transforming
into a vampire, Didelphis also bit Chilli, in the right arm. This
altered the transformation, and afterwards, she had become a vampire
opossum.

PRESENT DAY

Heart Attack Cove has always had issues fending off against strange
creatures and monsters, not just demons from Hell. To make use of her
vampire opossum powers, Chilli, along with her friends Anna and Tammy
(who also goes by Thomas), vow to protect the cove from evil



monsters, and help out any other monsters who aren’t looking for
trouble.

MAIN CHARACTERS

CHILLI - Chilli is an adventurous, tough troublemaker who can
sometimes get way over her head. After the incident three years ago
that left her as a vampire opossum, she makes it her duty to protect
the town of Heart Attack Cove. Unfortunately, this can sometimes come
at the cost of her mental health, and may have to be reminded to put
herself first over everything. Chilli never backs down from a fight,
which can often put her in extremely dangerous situations. But to
her, if it means she can protect the town or a loved one, she’ll do
whatever it takes.

ANNA - Anna is kind, good-hearted, and absolutely exhausted. Being
Chilli’s best friend, they have to deal with a lot of her shit, but
they never see it as a burden; they just want to help their friend
out. They often tag along on Chilli’s adventures, and they have the
scars to prove it. Despite how much they go through, they still have
a positive attitude. They’re very active around the town, such as
attending town meetings, and helping out at the town garden.

TAMMY - Tammy is the chill (heh) one of the trio, and often has to
balance out Chilli and Anna’s hyper personalities. They are very laid
back, which can make it hard for them to express their emotions. For
the last year, they have been practicing witchcraft from a book that
fell on them during a heavy storm. They don’t tag along on every one
of Chilli’s adventures, but when they do, they use their witchcraft
skills to help Chilli out of any jam she might get herself into.

OTHER CHARACTERS

SYNTH - Bitch. She thinks she’s more popular than she actually is.
She used to be Chilli’s best friend before she turned into a vampire
opossum.

HAROLD - Chilli’s father. Sometimes tags along with adventures with
her. He’s anxious 24/7 but is still supportive of her daughter.



MX.GEO - Chilli’s teacher. They work three jobs a week, and they
rarely have time for themselves. Despite how much Chilli stresses
them out, they still defend her from snarky teachers cracking jokes
at her expense.

BLOOD EYE - Mysterious dude who lives in his car that has a giant
eyeball painted on its side. He might be involved with the 1966
explosion, but no one’s really sure.

WITCH CLUB - Consists of four members.

a. TAMMY - see above.
b. SIONA - Leader. Very Strict. Allergic to peanuts.
c. DILLON - Super smart. Comes up with plans. Very clumsy.
d. TUESDAY - Fighter. Blood-thirsty. Super sweet.

REEHA - Goth. They like to listen to loud music. Write poems, and
make loud artwork. They are good friends with Anna, and the two
usually attend the weekly Heart Attack Cove Poetry Night together.

MAYOR JEFFERSON - Corrupt mayor. They commonly exploit Chilli and her
image to use to advertise events in the cove.

BIRGUS HETTA - Synth’s father. Owns many businesses in the cove, many
of which use Chilli as a mascot. He is super rich, and exploits
others for his own benefit.


